


Enhancement
Evaluate each in the context of 

all

Role of FDA Commissions
Big Picture

Where is the voice of the voter? Referendum, legislation (congress), now heavily influence by 

executive branch



Blurred Lines
Evaluate use, not 

just the innovation

Medicines like 
Ritalin and 
Adderall

Off-label use in 
genetics vs. 
medicines

What is the status 
quo above which 
it is considered 
enhancement

Above average or 
off the charts? 



This is not the debate; polarizing 
and both sides are unrealistic

Most people may be in between

Many innovations are not 
exclusively used to enhance



Replacing broken bone with a plate and screws

Treating attention problems with stimulants that 
improve memory or cognitive function

Any genetic change (using CRISPR or 
preimplantation genetic diagnosis if the gene 
that could potentially solve a problem also 
improves a function)



Outside the body vs inside it (contact lenses what if better than 20\20 or designed for 
very far distance or for seeing perfectly in the dark) or surgery to achieve that—Is 
there an ethical difference? 

Google instead of a memory enhancer. 

A memory enhancer that is a pill vs an implanted chip.





We already change genetic expressions, use drugs to target 
genetic mutations, and can use CRISPR to edit genes.

Even diet and exercise change genetic expression.

Genes as sort of “sacred” could overly rely on beliefs.

The outcome matters more than the gene edit itself.

Bodily sanctity would make it difficult to ethically distinguish 
drugs from genetic manipulation. We change the body all the 
time.





Who decides the value of humanity? Many diverse 
views on what makes people special.

The future of society and humanness concerns the 
unknowns as well as the expected traits, the lack 
of predictability, the diversity of traits and skills.

Human fragility might be the essence  of what it is 
to be human.

Broadscale societal changes when you can 
choose many traits and enhance.



What might it mean for 
the future of 
humankind?

Define radical



Compassion: if anyone can buy the trait, no compassion for someone who did not.

Health: Less responsible self-care diet & exercise Example: COVID death toll strongly 
linked to comorbidities. Would a virus-proof population still value healthy habits? 

Value of vulnerability to disease: boosts immune system in other some unknown ways. 
The role of disease in society.



Limits to what we 
can do with our 
body.

01
Enhancing oneself 
but autonomy 
might not allow 
germline genetic 
changes

02
Is there an ethical 
difference 
between gene 
editing and PGD? 

03



What if enhancement is the only way to cure widespread infertility that 
threatens to eliminate human life? Should enhancement be used to save 
humankind? 

What makes saving humankind a better justification than making 
someone more intelligent, more beautiful, stronger, taller, more talented? 
What if those talents might be used to save humankind?

Enhancement should by governed by use tests so that each use is 
evaluated in the broadest context of its meaning for the future of 
humankind. Many things in use are subject to abuse. 



Future of Medicine and 

Humankind Framework
Genetics, Enhancement, Complex Genomics and Precision Care

Example: Designing children to ensure extremely strong 

intellect, strength, and height.

Background Science and technology move quickly. CRISPR, Chinese twins HIV resistance, 

cloning on the horizon.

I love this quote:

“…a common response to the disquieting feeling that science 

is accelerating beyond our capacity to comprehend it -- let 

alone control it -- is to declare oneself fervently, if confusedly, 

on its side.”  

-Margaret Talbot

Stakeholders Society (will this change humanity), individuals suffering from genetic conditions, 

individuals finding success w genetic conditions (what becomes of their 

community), future people, any autonomous person choosing for themselves

We do not want to stifle science, especially when so many 

discoveries can have dual purposes. Regulating the use may 

be better than banning a practice. If no purpose other than 

enhancement and it is a germline change, stronger argument 

against. If it can also cure a disease or prevents something with 

no other prevention tool, then analyze and regulate HOW IT IS 

USED.

Ethical Issue Dignity, humanity, larger scope than justice or creating biological classes, who 

can access it. How do we weigh the interests of people who do not yet exist. The 

many views on what it means to be human—value of status quo. Autonomy to do 

for oneself—but should the enhancement be legal. Role of government in 

oversight.

Approving something with a safety concern (not at issue here) 

inversely related to the necessity (maybe take a  bigger risk to 

prevent every future person from getting cancer than to 

prevent a cold. (Really, would target only those with genetic 

mutation certainly at first.)

Think Critically 

Considerations

Broad societal changes are not really regulated by the FDA. Yet the President’s 

Commissions may not represent people. Referendums or elected officials could 

inform regulatory body.

There is tension between deciding for oneself, one’s children, 

and society


